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Sun Valley Theater Hits the Mark with The Music Man 

ASTON, PA –The comedic genius of Meredith Wilson’s “The Music 

Man” is in every line of the Broadway script.  From songs like Harold 

Hill’s “Ya Got Trouble” to quick hitting “phraseology” in every scene, 

the actors portraying the inhabitants of fictional River City, Iowa 

demand comic timing and a grasp of middle- America circa 1912. 

 

Sun Valley High School’s production of this timeless Broadway classic 

did justice to not only the comedic timing, but to the luscious score, a 

capella numbers and large dance scenes that fill the show.  From the 

richly conceived costumes to the precision of the quartet, to the 

professionally choreographed and executed dance, “The Music Man” at 

Sun Valley was an impressive effort.  

 

Director Liz Hazlett, Northley Middle School choral director, had the 

opportunity to teach many in the cast over the years and knew she had a well of talent to tap.  Combining 

that talent from 6 – 12th grades helped her create a cast of nearly 90 who brought the richly-layered story 

of Americana to life.  

 

“The story does not just hinge on one or two leading actors to make it 

work—you need excellent musicians to handle the complexity of the 

music (specifically the barbershop quartet), a large group of talented 

young men, and technically strong dancers. It just doesn’t work 

otherwise,” explains Hazlett.  

 

“With the unique opportunity to incorporate younger cast members, I 

knew that we had the perfect combination of talented students to bring 

this story to life.” 

 



And talent was in abundance.  Seniors Lauren Longhi and Michael Mann, both experienced performers in 

their own right, took on Marian the Librarian and Marcellus Washburn with poise and excellent vocals.    

 

For Longhi, closing her senior year with this monumental role was gratifying. 

“This role has changed me as a performer by enabling me to be more comfortable putting emotion into 

these songs that I sing,” she says.  “Being a leading lady is a whole new atmosphere for me.  It takes a lot 

of dedication to take on a lead role” 

 

That dedication was evident in Michael Mann, who sang, danced and played the perfect comedic 

compliment to Harold Hill.  Wonderful to watch, he relished in the chance to end his career at Sun Valley 

with a large and talented cast. 

 

“This year is truly an exciting year to be performing because not only is it my last musical at Sun Valley, 

it is also my first musical performance during my years of high school with a live orchestra,” says Mann.   

 

“Working with this cast has been great,” he said, “as I have seen many people who have a strong passion 

about performing, and it is great to see that the fine arts are still alive through the generations.” 

 

The cast was filled with a range of ages and talents.  Freshman Gianni Palmarini took on the monumental 

role of traveling salesman Harold Hill who attempts to swindle the little town of their faith and money by 

selling them band instruments and music training – getting on the next train before they discover the ruse. 

An experienced actor in local stage and middle school, this role was a particular challenge. 

 

“The role of Harold Hill is a true acting role,” said Palmarini.  “You have to be slick enough to convince 

the audience that you are a swindler but likeable enough to get them to root for you at the end.  As a 

character he’s been the most challenging role I’ve ever done.  And having great performers around me 

only made it easier.” 

 

Great performers filled this show.  From Sydney 

Lamoureux’s hysterical portrayal of the mayor’s 

wife Eulalie to the young energy and talent on 

display from middle school students Tommy 

Cristaldi and Dominic Marano, this memorable 

production of The Music Man was an impressively 

solid and entertaining production from start to 

finish.    
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